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Hip-Hop MC MAGIC founder and creator of NB Ridaz and now Magic City has a new album
coming and sits down with ThugLifeArmy.com affiliate CRN for an exclusive interview as
‘Chicano Pick of The Month’ on CRN.

  

As a youngster, M.C. Magic always had a creative gift. This has been proven time and time
again. During the early 90's, Magic demonstrated his talent by creating custom personalized
recordings proving that he had what it took with his freestyle approach.

  

Later, he took his career to a new level by creating the Nastyboy Record label. Soon after he
released the hip-hop ballad, “Lost in Love”, it became an instant success resulting in heavy
rotation at radio stations everywhere. This timeless hip-hop classic is still a favorite among
Magic fans, who had the opportunity to revisit this cut when he re-released it as Nastyboy Klick
(NBK). Magic established NBK in 1995, which later included the signature sound of Roger
Troutman from Zapp. (Roger Troutman is widely known in hip-hop and rap for his work on
Tupac's (2Pac) ''California Love'' track also). Nastyboy Klick was recognized as one of the top
up and coming hip-hop groups out of Phoenix.

  

In 2001, Magic created yet another successful group, calling them NB Ridaz. This venture again
proved to be a big hit for Magic. The group enjoyed many hits as a result of his experience and
dedication. 

  

Today, Magic is kicking off a solo project that is sure to win his fans over, yet again. Keep an
eye out for “Magic City,” his new undertaking, which has loyal fans anticipating the April 25th 20
06 release. 

  

Be sure to catch CRN’s very own Manic Hispanic as he sits down with hip-hop artist Magic in an
exclusive CRN interview. This interview will be airing weekdays at 5:00pm PST during the
month of March, on CRN. Check out the interview at - http://www.crnlive.com/index.htm  .

  

Pre-Order M.C. Magic “Magic City” at http://nastyboyrecords.com
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Street Release date set for April 25th – and don’t forget to listen to the interview with Magic and
CRN’s Manic Hispanic at http://www.crnlive.com/index.ht
m .
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